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By Olivier Rancourt and Gabriel Giguère

Tensions related to the trade in softwood lumber
across the Canada-US border are not new. The
imposition of protectionist measures has now
persisted for some forty years.1 Successive disputes between the two trading partners, notably
involving American politicians and producers
accusing the Canadian forestry sector of dumping, have repeatedly been accompanied by the
imposition of tariffs on Canadian softwood lumber.2 The main reason given by our southern
neighbour in defence of these harmful measures
is that 94% of Canadian forests are public, which
proves according to them that Canadian softwood lumber is subsidized.3 The US government
maintains this position despite multiple losses
before WTO and NAFTA tribunals.4
While tariffs have benefited American softwood
lumber producers, Canadian forestry companies
saw a US$60-million slowdown in their activities
in 2017.5 Moreover, American consumers, who
saw the price of softwood lumber increase following the imposition of duties on Canadian
lumber, are the big losers in all this. Tariffs on
this resource have had more negative than positive effects on the economy and on American
consumers.
A HISTORY OF CONFLICT
There have been five separate disputes since
1982. Placed end to end, these conflicts over

Canadian softwood lumber total 19 years, or
nearly one in every two years since tensions
began.6 In addition to having lasted too long
already, this series of disputes has hurt the economies of both countries.
The first dispute erupted in 1982 when the
United States filed complaints alleging that
imported Canadian softwood lumber was,
according to American producers, heavily subsidized.7 A few years later, in 1986, the American
forestry sector filed new complaints, this time
before the International Trade Administration (ITA),
an organization attached to the US Department
of Commerce, which then established
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countervailing duties of 15% on
Canadian softwood lumber. The
imposition of tariff barriers on the
resource was a first in the saga.8
This American reflex of imposing
tariffs would persist, and would have
negative repercussions on trade
between the two partners. An
agreement was then reached
between the two parties in 1986,
setting 15% tariffs. Canada withdrew
from this agreement in 1991.9 Two
other disputes between the trading
partners followed in 1992 and 2005,
both accompanied by complaints
under free trade agreements.

Figure 1
Value of Canadian exports lost following the imposition of
softwood lumber duties (in millions of constant 2021 US$)
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Sources: Authors’ calculations (see technical annex). United States Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural
Service, Global Agricultural Trade System, consulted May 5, 2022; Joseph Buongiorno, “Projected effects on US
over nine years. This fifth dispute—
tariffs on Canadian softwood lumber and newsprints imports: A cobweb model,” Canadian Journal of Forest
10
which persists to this day —is part
Research, Vol. 48, No. 11, August 2018, p. 1355; Bureau of Labour Statistics, CPI for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U),
CUSR0000 SA0, consulted May 12, 2022.
and parcel of the economic nationalism exemplified by President
Trump’s “Make America Great Again” slogan, as
Furthermore, our projections show that from
well as the Biden administration’s modifications
2017 to 2027, these tariffs will have reduced
to the Buy American Act. It features duties on
Canadian producers’ exports for a value of over
softwood lumber of 20.83% imposed in
US$3 billion15 (see Figure 1). This loss of value is
11
November 2017 by President Trump.
not offset, however, by the increased activity of
American producers stemming from the imposFollowing the complaint filed against the United
ition of duties. Overall, according to our projecStates by Canadian representatives, the WTO
tions, with duties of 20.83%, there was a net loss
concluded in a report made public in 2020 that
of production of 71,000 m3 of wood, taking into
the US Department of Commerce had not acted
account the decreased activity at Canadian sawobjectively and impartially with regard to
mills and the increased activity at US sawmills.16
American countervailing duties and antidumping
This net loss, as we shall see below, has repercusmeasures.12 This decision shines a light on the
sions on the prices paid by American consumers.
disproportionate reaction of politicians south of
the border.
This loss should worry Canadians, since the forestry sector represented $24.2 billion in 2019.17
TARIFFS THAT AFFECT SOFTWOOD LUMBER
Given the size of the sector, these tariff barriers
PRODUCTION
The goal of customs duties is to penalize
Canadian softwood lumber producers and
There was a net loss of production of
favour the purchase of resources from American
71,000 m³ of wood, taking into account
producers. US authorities collected C$5.6 billion
the decreased activity at Canadian
in export duties from the Canadian forestry
sawmills and the increased activity at
industry between 2017 and 2021.13 In 2021,
US sawmills.
over 84% of exports of this Canadian natural
resource went to our southern neighbour.14
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have a direct impact on the country’s economy as a whole.
This drop in exports can be seen in
the variation of the volume of wood
exported to the United States.
From 2017 to 2019, the volume
exported (in m3) per year fell by
9%.18 The projected repercussions
of the duties corresponds to a
reduction of over 14 million cubic
metres of wood over 10 years19
(see Figure 2). While duties have
fluctuated over time, they will certainly have a negative impact on
the volume of wood produced, as
the loss of volume will not be fully
compensated by domestic production activities south of the border.

Figure 2
Millions of m3 of softwood lumber imported from Canada
by the United States
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It must be noted that the Canadian
forestry sector is missing out on
several business opportunities
because of the tariff barriers.
Sources: Authors’ calculations, see the technical annex. United States Department of Agriculture, Foreign
Agricultural Service, Global Agricultural Trade System, consulted May 5, 2022; Joseph Buongiorno, “Projected
Nonetheless, it would be a mistake
effects on US tariffs on Canadian softwood lumber and newsprints imports: A cobweb model, Canadian
Journal of Forest Research, Vol. 48, No. 11, August 2018, p. 1355.
to think that Canada is the only
country that loses; the American
American consumers lost the equivalent of over
market also suffers. The reason is simple: Given
$1.56 billion in 2017 because of duties on the
that the reduction of imports is not entirely
Canadian forestry sector imposed by their politcompensated by increased domestic producical leaders.21 These tariff barriers hurt American
tion, the quantity of lumber available to conconsumers 26 times more in 2017 than they
sumers falls. Prices therefore rise. Even if this is
hurt Canadian producers.22 In other words, the
obviously not the only factor having an effect
financial repercussions for the US population
on the price of this material, its influence is
20
were 26 times greater that year than for produundeniable. In the end, it is American concers in Canada, for whom they represented a
sumers of softwood lumber who find themloss of economic well-being of just US$60
selves paying more for these materials because
million.
of these duties.
Actual imports

Imports without the imposition of duties
Loss of Canadian exports

PROTECTIONIST BARRIERS: AMERICAN
CONSUMERS ARE THE BIG LOSERS
In terms of economic well-being, it is American
consumers who have lost the most. The reduction in well-being is estimated by the shrinking
gap between the reserve value (the maximum
price the consumer is ready to pay for a good)
and the actual price paid. This can be due
either to an increase in the price of the resource
or to a reduction in the reserve value—caused
for instance by a reduction in disposable
income.

American consumers lost the equivalent
of over $1.56 billion in 2017 because of
duties on the Canadian forestry sector.
US politicians need to address this situation and
acknowledge the harm they are causing to their
own population (see Figure 3). Moreover, we
estimate that the loss of economic well-being of
American consumers was 7% greater than the
gain for that country’s producers.23 The duties
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therefore amount to a transfer from
American softwood lumber consumers to producers. Given these facts,
it would be in the interests of
Americans for their government to
revise its protectionist policy.

Figure 3
US duties on the Canadian forestry sector, winners and
losers (2017)
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Gain/Loss of well-being (in millions of $)

For their part, softwood lumber con1,500
sumers can also be producers of
other products, including artisans
1,000
and certain industries like residential
construction. For this reason, among
500
Canadian
American
others, the National Association of
producers
consumers
0
Home Builders came out against the
American
imposition of tariffs in 202224 that
producers
-500
would push up the already high
25
price of wood. It denounced the
-1,000
fact that US production is unable to
meet domestic demand.26 US duties
-1,500
discourage consumers from pur-2,000
chasing this resource given the price
increases that are entailed.27
According to one study, this led to a
Source: Authors’ calculations. Joseph Buongiorno and Craig Johnson, “Potential Effects of US Protectionism and
Trade Wars on the Global Forest Sector,” Forest Science, Vol. 64, No. 2, April 2018, pp.125-126.
reduction of 240,000 m3 in the
demand for softwood lumber during
the period when the duties were 20.83%.28
management system, protectionist measures directly harm the consumers of the countries that
The case is clear: Protectionism has negative
put them in place.30
repercussions for the economies of all countries
concerned. We have known this for centuries,
CONCLUSION
notably since the economist David Ricardo
The Canada-US softwood lumber dispute, which
demonstrated it with his theory of comparative
has persisted for four decades, is good for neiadvantage.
ther country. The loss of production on the
Canadian side has direct consequences for the
country’s forestry sector, and it is not fully offset
by the increased production in the United States,
The Canada-US softwood lumber
resulting in a net loss. On their side, despite
dispute, which has persisted for four
increased activity for American producers, it is
decades, is good for neither country.
American consumers who pay a hefty price. If
the US government were to remove all tariff barriers on Canadian softwood lumber, both counAdmittedly, the United States is not alone in
tries would come out ahead.
imposing these kinds of measures that undermine economic prosperity. Canada has also
erected a number of barriers to free trade. The
case of supply management is a clear example
of Canadian protectionism in action. It consists
of quotas and tariffs that can go up to 300% on
certain products.29 Whether it is duties on
Canadian softwood lumber or our own supply
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TECHNICAL ANNEX
Figure 1 and Figure 2
We extracted the volume and the value of
American imports of wood from Canada, for the
years 2017 to 2021.1 We isolated the growth
rates and calculated the averages, removing
outliers. The only outlier was the growth of 80%
in value between 2020 and 2021.
Annualized growth
Volume

Value

2017-2018

Years

-5%

-5%

2018-2019

-4%

-23%

2019-2020

1%

44%

2020-2021

5%

80%

We applied the average growth rates (-1% and
5%) respectively to the 2021 volumes to obtain
our projections with the implementation of the
tariffs. Finally, we calculated the same values,
but with the gain estimated by Joseph
Buongiorno on the value and volume lost following the implementation of the tariffs, namely
an increase of 4.2% for the volume, but a
decrease of 1.3% for the price.2
Figure 1 represents the difference between the
two scenarios for the price, while Figure 2 illustrates the variation between the two scenarios
in millions of m3 of wood.
1. United States Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural Service, Global Agricultural
Trade System, consulted May 5, 2022.
2. Joseph Buongiorno, “Projected effects on US tariffs on Canadian softwood lumber and
newsprints imports: a cobweb model,” Canadian Journal of Forest Research, Vol. 48,
No. 11, August 2018, p. 1355.
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